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Modern science has exposed most of the secrets of our world. Either
way even humans were subjected to detailed investigation. We are
distributed in temperament, Horoscope and many other things. To some an
extend, even our name affect our character and our destiny.
Astrology is a science into which believe not everyone. But whether can
you really tie the zodiac sign to the character's personality? According to a
recent study published in the journal Comprehensive Psychology, our date
of birth may actually influence our personality traits, such as being
introverted or extroverted. But if we consider the identity of the person in
greater depth astrology is in this mass can only rarely get to the point. In
most cases character traits correspond to the sign. On the other hand,
pseudo-science that predicts the future of the human by the stars is not the
most truthful. Maybe that does not a star, but a combination of other factors
resulting in strikingly truthful predictions. For example Mark Hamilton,
study author and a social scientist in the Communication Department at
UConn conducted similar research.
Also it considered that the temperament carries a high impact on the
activities and behavior. In contrast to the study of horoscopes difference
human temperaments based on scientific research. There are specific tests
that distribute the human on the choleric, melancholic, phlegmatic and
sanguine. Each of these types has certain qualities. You can find an
approach to man and make his life more comfortable based on these
qualities. Knowledge of specific psychological traits can actually greatly
simplify the understanding of human nature. But the identity of each of us
is arranged not according to a certain pattern so that in order to unravel the
man you need certain skills and a lot of time.
That’s why for the entire world man is still a mystery. As always there
will be people who are born under a “different” sign of the zodiac. Some
people such as Billy Milligan generally combine multiple personalities.
That’s why we must remember that we will be able to find ourselves only if
we listen to ourselves and not some horoscopes or tests.
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